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SHOWREVIEW
Raising the standard
across the range
When we launched our new DL PLUS range of connecting roll ups earlier
this year, we had no idea just how much interest the system would generate.
And now we’ve gone and made it even better!

Improvement 1

Improvement 2
Used in isolation, each freestanding roll up
display provides an elegant, high-quality
solution for graphic applications. The key
feature of the product, though, is its patented
connecting system which links the base
cassettes and graphic hanging profiles to
create a virtually continuous, and much more
arresting, visual panorama.
Now, as part of our philosophy of continuous
improvement, we've been working hard to
refine the design of the range. The result?
Users now have an even greater ability to fine
tune their requirements with a single, high
quality system.
The key enhancements we've made to our
DLPLUS single sided linkable roll ups include
a redesign of the upright bungee pole.

With a quick, fingertip adjustment of the
locking device, a perfect presentation is
guaranteed – especially effective when the
DLPLUS roll up system is being used to link
multiple graphic hanging profiles.
Our second improvement allows exact
alignment of the graphics in a continuous
display, thanks to our innovative new connector
bar. A simple screw adjustment ensures
precisely-positioned panels and a system that
delivers robust yet elegant performance.
To learn more about the numerous
applications of this highly popular system
and the potential it offers your customers,
please contact us now.

ECO FRIENDLY DISPLAYS

eco_friendly_displays

Making a material
difference with
bamboo
We always listen intently to what our
customers are saying. It's one of our
hallmarks. One of the recurrent topics
of conversation has been the increasing
demand for more environmentallyfriendly display systems.
To this end, we decided to actively
set about developing products that
recognised this trend. Our Planet
range provides a greener alternative
to conventional display systems.
It is a high-quality portfolio of rollups, tension banner and literature
display stands built to exacting
standards using only renewable,
high quality bamboo.
Our very own National
Account Manager Sam
Mooney says he has been
hearing the voice of the
green consumer growing
ever-louder recently.
‘There’s definitely been an
increase in the number of
Travel green
people consciously and
deliberately seeking out
ethical options when making their
consumer choices,’ he says. ‘With
our Planet range, people
get enormous satisfaction
from being given the
opportunity to choose
products that align with
their own ethical values.’

sustainable sources. But it is also
important that when the products
reach the end of their useful life,
they are recyclable and, ultimately,
biodegradable.’
Bamboo is quite a remarkable
material. Crops are entirely
sustainable and, unlike traditional
hardwood, can be harvested every
year without destroying forestry.
The plant’s shoots grow to maturity
in only 4-6 years and so, as a crop,
it is endlessly renewable.
Products within our Planet range are
also protected with an eco-friendly
lacquer coating to further enhance
their natural look and feel. This
coating has also passed rigorous
testing under the REACh
(Registration, Evaluation and
Authorization of Chemicals)
regulations – the latest
European Community
regulation on chemicals
and their safe use.

‘Properly-treated bamboo
is ideal for display products
as it doesn’t swell, shrink
Green footprint
With the great majority of
or mark in the manner of
display products
hardwood,’ says Sam. ‘It is also
manufactured from materials such
lightweight, durable and elegant.
as aluminium, systems crafted from
Plus, like all Exhibition show Display’s
natural, renewable and recyclable
products, our Planet range comes
materials are increasingly desirable
with a five-year guarantee.’
as alternatives. Having long been
recognised as an excellent
Have your customers asked you
manufacturing material in Asia,
about eco-friendly solutions?
the enormous benefits of bamboo
Talk to us now about giving them
are now being realised globally.
what they want.

The entire lifecycle of products in the
Planet range is positive, says Sam:
‘Sure, it is about producing products
made from materials that come from
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Water solution
broadens appeal
of Bowhead base
The Bowhead outdoor graphic
display is available in three
heights and, as our customers
have discovered since its
launch earlier this year, its
applications are numerous –
from outdoor public music
events to car dealerships.
Such versatility is not only
provided by the high quality
banner, hi-tensile aluminium
pole and high quality build –
the range is made all the more
adaptable because of the wide
range of bases available –
there’s a ground spike, a
square base plate, a car wheel
stand and a scissor stand.
The latest addition to these
options is our new waterfillable base – just unfold the
heavy duty bag and fill with
water on site for a simple yet
effective stabilising solution.
After use the water is simply
discarded and the base folded
away. Simple, effortless
portability – what could be
easier?
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BALANCING QUALITY AGAINST COST

What’s the real price
of cheap stock?
Even in the midst of tough market conditions, ‘think before
you buy’ is still central to our business philosophy. We
think it’s sound advice to all display hardware buyers.
Exhibition show Display’s
believes the issue of quality is key
to all buying decisions. “It really
depends on whether you’re the type
of person who ‘makes do’ and
accepts the risks inherent in buying
cheap goods,” he says. “Or whether
you recognise that by spending a little
more to get peace of mind, improved
performance and longevity you are
actually being the smarter buyer”.

Here at Exhibition show we're happy
to defend our decision not to supply
very low-end products in order to
compete on price. So happy, in
fact, that we’ve applied a 5 YEAR
guarantee to our popular ST
roll-up range.
“Very cheap goods are usually sold
cheaply for a reason,” Bill
believes. “Often they have been
fabricated at low cost, using lowgrade components. People I speak
to know very well the adage that
‘you get what you pay for’. “This
certainly applies with roll-ups.”
We advocates a more considered
approach to buying: ‘The real
economy is what you get for your
investment. If you sell a lot of rollups to third parties, it’s worth
considering how many will find
their way back to you. What would
be the real price of units returned
by disgruntled customers?
Reduced profitability? Lost clients?
An irreparably-damaged
reputation?
Exhibition show’s popular ST
range has a lower than 0.1% failure
rate. But this isn’t the only
differentiating feature. The ST’s build
quality also sets it apart from many
competitor systems because it is
engineered from a heavier gauge
aluminium – compared to similar
designs, it is up to 20% heavier.

The ST range is proof that high
quality is available at lower cost
when you know where to shop.
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And with a smooth, reliable graphic
retraction mechanism, the entire ST
range is designed to perform over
and over again. “If you take a moment
to think ahead before you choose
which roll-up to stock, you’ll probably
conclude that you simply can’t afford
to buy goods cheaply, on price alone,”

“you’ll probably
conclude that
you simply can’t
afford to buy
goods cheaply...”

DEVELOPMENT NEWS
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Opportunity knocks with our
audio visual graphics systems
When we added an integral large screen option into our best-selling Centro
modular display system range last year we had no idea just how much of a buzz
it would create among our customers. We’ve been amazed by the sheer range
of opportunities our multimedia-based display systems have created.
With its contemporary design and
anodised aluminium construction,
Centro was always designed to bring
elegance, durability and functionality
to a display project. But when we
incorporated large screen displays as
an integral option, the system really
did take on a life of its own. Dynamic
content and audio capability suddenly
opened up a world of potential for our
customers and their projects.
Gaining and holding people’s
attention has always been the
challenge facing designers of display
systems. In terms of noticeability the

Centro Theatre system cleverly
marries high resolution moving
images, interactivity and sound with
graphics that surround and reinforce
the screen and audio content. The
three media working in tandem are
an extremely powerful combination
in any situation.

The combination is entirely
customisable to suit users' individual
requirements and budgets.
Applications that particularly benefit
from this combination of static and
dynamic media include trade shows,
seminars, point-of-sale and
showrooms.

At a time when every penny of
marketing budgets is having to work
harder, the Centro Theatre Systems
add a persuasive dimension to static
displays that can only enhance the
noticeablity and effectiveness of
promotional campaigns.

The screen and graphic elements can
be used as a stand-alone presentation,
or be seamlessly integrated into a
full-size Centro exhibition stand.
Screen sizes between 23” and 42”
can be incorporated into the system
cleanly, simply and easily.

‘Whether you choose Centro to enhance a trade show presence
or add elegance to your seminar presentation, Centro is one of
the most professional solutions available. Even better, it now
incorporates audio as well as visual capabilities.’
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